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“Regrettably, the  
report veers off course 

by including a  
controversial proposal 
to place a burdensome 
technology mandate 
on MVPDs known as 

AllVid.” 
— The National Cable & Telecommunications 
Association, following the release of a report 

from an FCC-appointed committee that 
recommended multiple paths for a CableCard 

successor, including one favored by AllVid 
backers that would rely on separate IP-video 

conversion devices. 

The New Apple TV: Priced to Sell? 
The next-generation Apple TV could cost a pretty penny — perhaps 19,900 of them.

The company’s latest, greatest TV-connected box, expected to be introduced by Apple 
on Sept. 9 at a media to-do in San Francisco, will fetch less than $200, but likely sell in 
the range of $150 to $199, according to website 9to5Mac, which offered the caveat that 
Apple officials are still haggling over final pricing.

But even the lower end of that range would be a big premium over the cost of the 
current Apple TV model. In an apparent inventory-flushing move, Apple cut that price in 
March, to $69 from $99.

That reported price range also drew mixed responses on 9to5Mac’s message board, 
with several commenters viewing it as too steep and others saying it’s proof that the 
pricing and expected horsepower boost shows that the new model won’t be a “garbage 
upgrade.” Another commenter said it would be “pretty embarrassing if the new iPhones support 4K video capture but 
the new Apple TV doesn’t.”

9to5Mac also expects the next-gen model to be similar in appearance to the current model, though “thicker and 
slightly wider.”

http://www.multichannel.com/blog/bauminator/new-apple-tv-priced-move/393342 
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NUMBER 

9.7  
Gigabytes 
The average monthly data consumed 
by U.S. smartphone users during the 
first half of 2015. Of that total, only 
1.6 GB, or 17%, was generated on 

cellular networks.  
SOURCE: Strategy Analytics
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“I have always said that data caps will not survive the test of time.” 

— Jason Hansen (@JasonWHansen), the chief technology officer of Conway Corp., a mid-sized 
municipal operator in Arkansas, in response to Comcast’s test of an “Unlimited Data Plan” in 
parts of Florida that costs an extra $30 per month, complementing other usage-based policies 
that Comcast is testing in several markets. 

“@thebauminator I’m one of those people in FL area that do use traffic and I can tell 
you that there was no survey anywhere from comcast”

— @Demien87, a consumer tweeting to Next TV editor Jeff Baumgartner on word that  
Comcast based its new unlimited test partly on a survey showing that 60% had expressed inter-
est in an unlimited data plan at the predictable, flat price of about $30 per month. 

 “Love seeing this progressive approach” 

— Jesse Redniss (@jesseredniss), cofounder of BRaVe Ventures and a 
former NBCUniversal digital executive, on Scripps Networks Interactive’s 
decision to dynamically insert ads into its live TV Everywhere streams, a 
capability set up by video streaming tech partner Anvato. 

TECH TWEETS

VIDEOPHILE 
STANDALONE OTT POPULARITY TO STAND ALONE 
Standalone OTT services without 
ties to a traditional pay TV offering  
are expected to grab the most  
market share of the different forms 
of online video services expected to 
emerge over the next three years, 
video software and security special-
ist Nagra found in a recent survey. 

That study, commissioned by 
Nagra and developed by research 
firm MTM, was based on responses 
from 90 senior executives from the 
cable, satellite and telco-TV sectors 
across 31 countries in Europe, North 
America, South America, Asia, Africa 
and the Middle East. 

Jeff Baumgartner

SOURCE: Nagra
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